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A home for commentaries &
research on the Theosophical Movement
138 years ago a Great Master of the East wrote: “The true religion
and philosophy offer the solution of every problem. That the world
is in such a bad condition, morally, is a conclusive evidence that
none of its religions and philosophies… has ever possessed the
truth. The right and logical explanations on the subject… are as
impossible to them now as they were 1880 years ago.”
The Great Master’s Letter

Since 1880 humanity has been greatly helped materially, but here we
argue that it is time for Theosophical principles to be better used to
solve the problem and mystery of man’s “moral longing.” (see p. 12)
Please circulate after reading
Quarterly Newsletter from the ULT in London, UK and New York, USA.
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Editor’s note
This edition completes the Newsletter’s first year, so it is a good
moment to reflect on these four issues.
Many copies have been distributed to students, Lodges and Theosophical
groups – along with numbers of PDFs by email – and many messages and
positive comments have been received, much valued and appreciated.
In editing and answering correspondents the fine lines that the
philosophy asks us to take have been felt. In “The Search for Truth in
Philosophy and Science” on page 15 H. P. Blavatsky’s dialogue with Abbé
Roca speaks of the great need for transparency and absolute straightforwardness of policy. If Theosophy is to gain the respect of the more open
minded scientists and scholars it must be wholly impartial and fair, and
publish all worthy research, while maintaining the highest standards.
We’ll open our pages to all sincere material, provided it reflects the
truth, through the whole spectrum from antagonistic materialists on one
hand, to our brother spiritual researchers in the narrower waters or
secondary streams. The founders of the 1875 Theosophical Movement
made it their task to get in touch with the most talented and advanced
investigators of nature’s sciences irrespective of their affiliations provided
that they were sincere and beyond the temptation to misuse its lower
psychic forces and only use man’s knowledge and powers over nature
respectfully – not sensationally or for profit – but for the universal good.
Theosophy cares little for dull intellectual agreement but strongly
asks man to (a) sincerely seek the truth and unmask errors (but with a
simultaneous restraint towards the apparent weaknesses of others), and (b)
practice brotherly love and mutual tolerance, especially towards all who
seek to improve human welfare, forming a wide fraternal altruistic union.
The Editors
info@theosophy-ult.org.uk
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Madam Blavatsky Protests to ‘The World’
If I reply to your criticisms – rhetorically brilliant, but wholly
unwarranted by the facts – it is because I value your good opinion
(without caring to cajole you), and at the same time cannot sit quiet and
be made to appear alike devoid of experience, knowledge and
truthfulness.

Respectfully, but still rebelliously, yours,
H. P. BLAVATSKY
[This reply was printed in The World, a daily newspaper in New York April 1877.
We reproduce it here as it demonstrates the trouble HPB went to to explain her
altruistic philosophy and to defend her good reputation. From Ryder’s 1933 “The
Complete Works of H. P. Blavatsky, Vol. 1, 1874-79,” page 148; emphasis added.]
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Humanity’s Finer Sensitivity
SENSITIVITY is the state or quality of being sensitive. Sensitivity is
variously described as the quality of being easily influenced or changed
by a physical activity or effect. It is also an ability to understand other
people’s feelings and needs and be helpful and kind to them. Thus,
sensitivity can be of many kinds. One can be physically, emotionally,
psychically and spiritually sensitive.
Physical sensitivity can be understood in relation to our five senses.
In all of us the senses are not acutely developed. A sensitive instrument
records even the subtlest changes in temperature or pressure. So also
there are “Highly Sensitive Persons,” or “Hypersensitive” persons who
have heightened sensitivity to their environment. They may be sensitive
to changes in temperature, environmental pollution or environmental
noise. Psychologists and Psychotherapists try to make it clear that
hypersensitivity is not a disorder. A gourmet of food or connoisseur of
wine is an expert judge in matters of taste. Such an individual has a highly
refined discerning palate, and can distinguish one flavour from the other.
Then there is Hans Christian Andersen’s story, “The Princess and the
Pea.” It is the story about a prince who wanted to marry a real princess.
One evening a young girl stood at the palace door drenched in rains and
claiming to be a princess. To test if she was a real princess, the queen
removed all the bedding off the bedstead and laid a pea on the bottom;
then she took twenty mattresses and laid them on the pea, and then twenty
eiderdowns (quilts) on top of the mattresses. In the morning, the young
girl reported that she could not sleep at all through the night because she
was uncomfortable, lying on something hard! We are told that nobody
but a real princess could be as sensitive as that.
In contrast, an incident in Ramakrishna Paramhansa’s life1 illustrates
spiritual sensitivity. One day Vivekananda put a coin beneath
Ramakrishna’s bed-sheet and waited. Ramakrishna twisted and turned in
discomfort, until the coin was removed. The reason was that Ramakrishna

1

A Hindu mystic from Bengal, 1836-86, whose chief disciple was Swami Vivekananda.
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never touched money and any contact with it made him uncomfortable.
What he experienced was spiritual discomfort.2
The Kashmiri girls making shawls can show three hundred distinct
colours (of blue), which the dyer of Lyons is unable to make and which
he cannot even distinguish. H.P.B. remarks that the eye of the Kashmiri
girl is able to see a colour which actually exists objectively, but which is
imperceptible to the eye of the European person, and hence it does not
exist for him. (Isis, I, 211)

ESP and the Astral Senses
Highly sensitive persons whose perceptions range beyond the five
senses are psychically “sensitive.” They are said to have Extra Sensory
Perception (ESP), which includes ability to see auras of people, becoming
aware of vibrations of anger, depression or cheerfulness, with which the
room may be charged. They have developed astral senses. The powers of
seeing, tasting, smelling, hearing and the sense of touch are all in the
astral body, which is the model body on which physical body is built.
Aborigines have acute sense of smell and hearing, which is a kind of
extension of the physical senses. They can put their ears to the ground
and catch the vibrations of approaching footsteps, and be able to tell how
far away the person or animal was.
The inner sense of sight and touch come into play in psychometry.
H. P. Blavatsky explains in Isis Unveiled (I, 182) that psychometry is the
faculty which enables a certain class of sensitive persons to receive from
any object held in the hand or against the forehead, impressions of the
character or appearance of the individual. H.P.B. gives a trivial example
of psychometry in her article, “Transmigration of the Life Atoms,” thus:
Let any man give vent to intense feelings of anger, grief or
disappointment, under or near a tree, or in direct contact with a stone.
Many thousands of years later any tolerable Psychometer will see the
man and sense his feelings, from one single fragment of that tree or stone
that he had touched. H.P.B. describes a “medium” as a “sick sensitive,”
born with a peculiar organization. A psychically or passively sensitive
person is sensitive to every passing sensation, while a Mahatma is
sensitive to the thoughts and feelings and needs of every living creature.

As the adept develops greater physical and astral-psychic sensitivity, it is matched pari
passu by his equanimity to pleasure or pain, remaining unaffected by both in himself, while
2

becoming more open to the feelings of others, as the writer ably explains later in the article.
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Emotional Sensitivity
Hypersensitive people have a high level of sensitivity to physical
and/or emotional stimuli. Emotional sensitivity is defined as the ease or
difficulty with which one responds emotionally to various situations.
Some of us are highly sensitive emotionally to our own feelings. We
often describe such people as “touchy.” Such people are quickly and
deeply hurt by insult or criticism, and are overly influenced by what
others think about them. Excessive heat or cold affects them bodily, due
to their sensitiveness. Similarly, feelings which do not suit our
temperament hurt us. Some are able to receive personal criticism from
friends, while others fly into a rage at a slight phrase which sounds
critical. Hurt feelings mean a disturbance in the Kamic or desire nature.
Hurt feelings are related to the personality whose nature is egotistic.
There is self-identifying attachment to one’s personality, which includes
one’s looks, ideas, possessions, skills, etc. Continued emotional upsets
made by hurt feelings produce a reaction on the physical body, resulting
in neurosis, hysteria, leading to melancholia,3 and so on. Psychotherapists
say that emotionally sensitive people are more vulnerable to anxiety and
depression. Some of them tend to be impulsive and reactive, acting on
the feeling without thinking. There are those who tend to avoid
uncomfortable emotions and/or situations. The way out is to learn to
cultivate detached-attachment and impersonality.
“All our troubles in life arise from ourselves… we are all parts
of the one great whole, and if you try to centre your mind upon that
fact and to remember that those things that trouble you are really due
to your own way of looking at the world and life, you will probably
grow more contented in mind.”
from William Q. Judge

Empathy and the Open Heart
Then there are those few who are sensitive to other people’s feelings
and emotions. They are often tuned in to the emotional experiences of
other people, so much so that they may experience the emotion that
someone else is having. In its positive aspect, we call it empathy, which
must be properly understood. Empathy is often described as being in
another’s shoes, and then keeping it on for some time to get the feel of
another’s misery, understand the cause, while retaining one’s equanimity.
The Voice of the Silence suggests developing such sensitivity of heart
Neurosis, a disorder involving chronic distress but without delusions or hallucinations;
hysteria is ungovernable emotional excess; melancholy, a feeling of deep sadness.
3
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that it carries with it the pain of another till the solution is found: “Let
each burning human tear drop on thy heart and there remain; nor ever
brush it off, until the pain that caused it is removed.”
But today, greater number of people are becoming “insensitive” to
pain and problems of others. We seem to lack sensitivity to how others
feel, or ignore what is happening to others. The psychiatric term for this
lack of empathy is Empathy Deficit Disorder (E.D.D.). In our fast-paced,
ambitious society, we are so absorbed and pre-occupied with our own
interests, emotions, problems or goals, that we never stop to think, what
it is to suffer from lung cancer, to be raped, to be cheated, to live in the
constant fear of being killed, to be depressed or oppressed so as to be
driven to commit suicide, and so on. Dr. Douglas Labier, a
psychotherapist says that “E.D.D. develops when people focus too much
on acquiring power status and money for themselves at the expense of
developing healthy relationships….They have become alienated from
their own hearts and equate what they have with who they are…. The net
result is that we do not recognize that we are all one, bound together. We
only see ourselves.” Healthy relationship with friends and loved ones is
the essential part of mental health, and lack of these essentials of healthy
living results sometimes in cruelty and criminality.

Broadening Our Empathy
The sensitivity of one who desires to walk the spiritual path is very
different. The perception of an emotionally sensitive person is coloured
by his emotions and he is unable to “see” clearly or to judge impartially.
In Light on the Path eyes are called the windows of the soul and ears its
gateways or doors; and through them comes the knowledge of the
confusion of the world. The disciple is told that “before the eyes can see,
they must be incapable of tears. Before the ear can hear, it must have lost
its sensitiveness.” The book explains that “to be incapable of tears is to
have faced and conquered simple human nature, and to have attained an
equilibrium which cannot be shaken by personal emotions.” Sensitivity
is not destroyed, but in fact, becomes acute as we progress. To be
incapable of tears does not refer to physical tears, but it refers rather to
the stage we reach when we can forget ourselves and our personal
reactions in any situation. We are thus able to feel more keenly the
enjoyment and suffering of others, because we are not personally
involved. A mother suffers with the child but is sufficiently detached to
be able to help the child. When one thus learns to be sensitive to pain and
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pleasure, without being swayed inwardly, he begins to “see” or develop
real insight.
Along with insight, or “inner seeing,” comes “inner hearing,” and this
enables the aspirant to become a real listener, a Shravaka. The disciple
must begin by training his ears to lose their sensitiveness to earthly
sounds and to become more sensitive to the spiritual sounds which will
arise from his inner nature; this is the first step towards becoming a
Shravaka. One has to cease to hear the many. It does not apply only to
the useless din of the world but all sensations, pleasant and unpleasant.
Hence he is asked to become as deaf not only to the “cries of bellowing
elephants,” i.e., to harsh criticism, condemnation which tend to depress
or disturb him inwardly, but also to the “silvery buzzing of the golden
fire-fly,” i.e., to accolade, praise, approval of others which is pleasant to
his ears, and which is likely to make him proud or complacent. Light on
the Path says that the faculty of intuition can be developed only by one
who has learnt to interpret “many” voices and suggestions of the outside
world, in the light of the voice within. When the sounds of the outer, the
disharmonious and jarring sounds of the world around, sicken him, only
then will he begin to seek for the centre of peace and harmony within
himself. The rules laid down in Light on the Path enable one to become
spiritually sensitive, which purifies and transforms the vehicle into a fit
shrine of the god within.
[ originally published in The Theosophical Movement September 2018, as “On Sensitivity”. ]

Avalokiteshvara-Bodhisattva
Avalokiteswara is the Bodhisattva, or manifestation as a living man among
humanity, of Amitâbha Buddha who is the ‘spiritual reflex’ of the heavenly
Padmâpani, a great emblem of the principle of ‘Buddha-Compassion.’
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Theosophical Prophecies
This begins a new series of articles on notable Theosophical Prophecies on the
future, taken from the writings of H. P. Blavatsky and W. Q. Judge.

On starting, the legitimate question of free-will comes up, for it may be
reasonably asked that, given the theosophical teaching of free-will, how
it is possible to predict the future?
One explanation is that if we act from automatic habit and in predictable
ways we are sowing Karmic patterns that largely determine our future.
Now while each one retains their individual freedom of choice, humanity
– taken in the mass – acts quite predictably. Believers in the operation of
Karma cannot be regarded as fatalists for Karma is simply the rebalancing
Force that tends to restore harmony in the world and its reactions can be
easily predicted by well-trained observers, whom may be called seers.
Regarding prophecies and the Secret Doctrine, at one of its centenary
anniversary symposia in 1988 it was asked:
“what is it about this book that makes it endure and continue to
influence today’s thinking where other works have been long forgotten?
Perhaps it is that the book is really a twentieth century work, written 100
years before its time. . . . Unless the writer of The Secret Doctrine had been
able to anticipate future discoveries, the book would have quickly become
dated in the light of an advancing science. Yet H.P.B. made the prophecy
that “it is only in the twentieth-century that portions, if not the whole, of
the present work will be vindicated’’ (2:442).”4

The biographer of H.P.B., Sylvia Cranston, wrote that only a few
prophecies are made in SD but one was particularly arresting because it
provided specific dates for its fulfilment.
It is at the close of great cycles, in connection with racial development,
that such [disclosures] generally take place. We are at the very close of the
cycle of 5,000 years of the present Aryan Kaliyuga; and between this time
[1888] and 1897 there will be a large rent made in the Veil of Nature, and
materialistic science will receive a death-blow.
(SD 1:611–12)

This predicts that during a named, specific nine-year window science was
to receive deep insights that would take it behind the veil of physical nature.
These were the remarkable discoveries that happened during those years:

The SD was printed 130 years ago in October 1888. Extracts from “Extraordinary Life
and Influence of Helena Blavatsky” a biography by Silvia Cranston & Carey Williams,
3rd ed. 1993. The extract is from page 430, quoting Jerry Hejka-Ekins.
4
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 In 1895 Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen reported his accidental discovery
of x-rays, including making prints of the first x-ray photographs such
as the celebrated one showing the bones of a human hand. This
discovery made Roentgen world famous overnight, and resulted in his
being awarded the first Nobel Prize for physics in 1901. X-rays
showed that matter was not solid and impermeable but of a wholly
different form and structure than had been previously dreamt of.
 A second major discovery, also in atomic physics, was made a few
weeks after Roentgen’s announcement in 1896, when Antoine Henri
Becquerel – also accidentally – discovered radioactivity while
searching for the x-rays. Radioactivity was a revolution in human
thought for it meant that the atom, the building block of matter was
not the stable thing it was thought but could spontaneously transform
itself into other atoms. The eminent physicist Robert Millikan
commented “of all the new discoveries it was the most startling to
human thought and the most stirring to human imagination, for it
destroyed the idea of the immutability of the elements and showed
that the dreams of the alchemists might yet come true.”
 The third discovery within this 9 year time period was the most
important of all, the discovery by Sir J. J. Thomson of the electron in
1897. This was the most far-reaching and dramatic discovery of
science because it transformed physics and has changed the course of
human evolution.
It is interesting to note that Thomson’s discovery was the direct result
of earlier experiments made by Sir William Crookes who had called
it the fourth state or radiant matter. Crookes was a well-known
member of the Theosophical Society, H. P. Blavatsky in the Secret
Doctrine had predicted that his discovery of radiant matter “will have
resulted in a further elucidation with regard to the true source of light,
and revolutionize all the present speculations.” (SD 1:621)
These 19th century scientific discoveries were followed in the 20th by
Einstein’s theories of relativity with its radical idea that energy and
matter are convertible, E = mc2 states. However thirty years earlier in
1877 H.P.B. had predicted the convertibility of force and matter in Isis
Unveiled: “Every objective manifestation… requires two conditions:
will and force—plus matter, or that which makes the object so moved
visible to our eye; and these three are all convertible forces.” (Isis 1:198)
[ to be continued; you are invited to submit examples
of fulfilled or coming Theosophical predictions. ]
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The Original Masons’ Code of Brotherly Love
The original Masonic code of brotherly love and support – among even a
few searching for the truth for the sake of their fellow man – is said to have
been practiced by Christianity’s predecessors more than 2,600 years ago:
The Koinobi5 lived in Egypt, where Jesus passed his early youth. They were
usually confounded with the Therapeutæ, who were a branch of this widelyspread society. Such is the opinion of Godfrey Higgins and De Rebold.
After the downfall of the principal sanctuaries6 which had already begun
in the days of Plato (600 BCE), the many different sects, such as the
Gymnosophists and the Magi… the Pythagoreans, the Sufis, and the
Reshees of Kashmere, instituted a kind of international and universal
Freemasonry, among their esoteric societies.
(Isis Unveiled 2:306-7)

It was for their own protection and the preservation of their sublime
doctrines that their secrecy was instituted. These "Rashees" says Higgins
in his Anacalypsis, "are the Essenians, Carmelites, or Nazarites" whose
knowledge was commented to be so remarkable by Father De Rebold:
That occult science known by ancient priests under the name of regenerating
fire... a science that for more than 3,000 years was the peculiar possession of
the Indian and Egyptian priesthood, into the knowledge of which:

 Moses was initiated at Heliopolis, where he was educated,
 (as was) Jesus, among the Essenian priests of Egypt or Judea,
and by which these two great reformers, particularly the latter (Jesus),
wrought many of the miracles mentioned in the Scriptures.

The secrecy of these sub-lodges, as well as by the one and supreme great
lodge, “has ever been proportionate to the activity of religious
persecutions and now, in the face of the growing materialism, their very
existence is becoming a mystery.”
So in this age of technological wonder but limited knowledge of Nature’s
secrets of healing and good living, should we be so surprised to read that
this single universal brotherhood had existed for many thousands of years?
finis
The Koinobi were those living in a koinobion or community, such as the Essene mystics
and healers who shared many ideas and practices with the Buddhists. They lived near the
Dead Sea “for thousands of ages” according to Pliny in the first century CE. This group may
have been the inspiration for the film character Obi-Wan Kenobi from Star Wars, a Jedi
‘Master of the Force’ and noble who took Anakin Skywalker as his disciple. That these
‘fictions’ were created from 1975 onwards seems no coincidence, as it was George Lucas’
intention to preserve for the coming generations these old myths and their hidden ideals.
6
There were ancient sanctuaries in Egypt and Greece started by Orpheus from 3,000 BCE.
5
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Moral Longing in the Kali Yuga
Beyond an initial critiquing and exposing simple wrong-doings, the brave must
have Vision and Heart, and be able to project and see past these transition times.
The ugly qualities of the Kali Yuga have been spreading so rapidly during
recent years that hardly any portion of the earth seems immune to their influence.
The description of the Black Age given in the Vishnu Purana no longer seems
prophecy, but an account of facts so prevalent as to be almost banal in their endless
repetition.7 Yet along with this unhappy confirmation of the relentless law of cycles
there comes instructive evidence of the inveterately “moral” component in human
nature. The sharpened intellectuality of Western man fills the pages of countless
books and journals with criticism of the events of the day. The age is not without
articulate self-reproof. 8 Dull and insensate indeed would be the writer who could
not find offenses and mistakes to point to, crimes to indict, and disorders so poorly
dealt with that the remedies become seeds of a worse discontent.
It is far better, no doubt, for the evils of the times to be recognized, even in
this way, than for them to be ignored. Men would be hardly men at all, but only
a peculiarly unattractive species of beast, if they were lacking in the moral sense
that brings all this criticism and protest. Yet it remains a grim secret of Kali Yuga
why all this moral outcry proves so impotent when it comes to establishing
currents for actual change. Even the best of the critics seem to have an illconcealed suspicion that what they say or do will have little effect. Why, they
may sometimes wonder, should man, having the prerogatives of virtually a god
– the power of choice and of seeing the difference between good and evil – be at
the same time so helpless? It must seem to some that a benumbed conscience
remains the only escape from this agony, since flight from an oppressive present
through alcohol and drugs has never been so popular.
What can be said of this plight? It is that, in the middle of the fourth round,
during the climax and decline of the fifth root race, there is a blending of
externalizing desire with the powers of the mind that fixes the moral perception

The Vishnu Purâna makes strangely accurate predictions of the influence of the Kali
Yuga, foretelling that Barbarians (a term for the Western nations) “will be masters of the
banks of the Indus.” This showed how invasions from the West were well foreseen many
millennia before today and that the leaders of these barbarians would be “of churlish
spirit, violent temper, and ever addicted to falsehood and wickedness” inflicting death,
seizing the property of their subjects and having short lives filled with insatiable desires.
A sage but sad commentary on modern times! For more see the Secret Doctrine 1:377.
7

It is a measure of hope that the top three books in Waterstone’s August non-fiction
bestseller list all offer critiques of the times. See three examples of this modern virtue, p 30.
8
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of most men at an Epimethean9 level – a hapless “after thinking” only provoked
too late by the experience of pain?
Consider for one thing the cult of “objectivity” that has dominated Western
science for generations. Here, one could say, is massive rationalization for the
restriction of all disciplined reasoning to the plane of effects , the region of
experience where causes set in motion reach the end of manifesting tendency,
and where their results take on finite, externally definable limits. A civilization
wedded to this view of knowledge and reality is bound to admit moral questions
into the forum of its considerations only at a last-ditch level. And it is there, also,
that what were once only vague apprehensions, or feeble intuitions of wrongdoing, turn into concrete disaster and gross pain afflicting countless human
beings. So it is only in this restricted region of final effects that mistakes and
wrongs are to be admitted and faced, and on this late ground men are called to
account for what they have done.
Another of the dark penalty of Kali Yuga is that its materialism, having been
given the dignity of a theory of knowledge, establishes the terms of the definition
of what is wrong, using language which can never apply to those higher levels
of causation where constructive action must originate! There is in short, no
vocabulary, no grammar, of right action, but only the melancholy and sometimes
angry speech of moral condemnation of what ought not to be.
One who has some acquaintance with the struggles of the life of a Disciple,
may find parallels of this collective situation in his own experience. Perhaps only
after a long cycle of defeats and set-backs, he learns that he cannot risk defining
himself in terms of his failures. The failures are facts and real, but they are not
the reality of his power of becoming. He cannot ignore these mistakes, but if his
efforts at accounting, his reflection on the difference between what is and what
ought to be, is out of balance, a flooding sense of weakness may close out his
Promethean potentialities.
A man who thinks mainly of what he ought not to do has before him only a
pallid career of conformities.10 A revolt will come from the unused energies, and
he will not be its leader. The forces of nature are never content to submit to

Epimetheus is called “the father of Excuses and the proverbial fool”, in Greek epi-mêtis
means "afterthought". In mythology he and his Titan brother Prometheus are given the
task of populating the earth with animals and men. Epimetheus quickly exhausts his
allotted gifts on the animals, leaving man, Prometheus' masterpiece, helpless. This
resulted in his brother Prometheus being forced to steal fire from heaven to arm them.
http://www.theoi.com/Titan/TitanEpimetheus.html
10
Robert Crosbie commented that our mistake is to make negative resolutions. “We say, I
will not drink; I will not lie; I will not do this… the proper resolve to make is that—I will
do this, the opposite of what we are now doing… a direct affirmation of will.” The other
form of resolution only puts us in a negative position. Because we do not do a number of
questionable things we only appear good, but “really we are merely not bad—again a
negative position. True goodness is a positive position.” The Friendly Philosopher p 311.
9
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merely negative controls. They did not emerge from the silences of the original
Chaos to be so easily contained by moral timidity, and will acknowledge only
the mastery of an affirmative WILL.
There is another, constructive, way of looking at the problem.
The morality of “don’t” is only a response to personal longing for the good,
and its image of right action is an imagined copy, not the true original. There is
a part of man’s nature that needs this sort of guidance, because it knows no better,
but this is the lesser part of the human being – the part the man himself must
from time to time whip into shape, like the unruly horse of the Phaedrus myth.11
Although these “don’ts” can’t be dispensed with, they lead only to pious
mediocrity if they are allowed to be more than minor safeguards of the questing
warrior-soul, whose true strength and resources are his vision and his heart.
How can the vision of Prometheus be renewed? This is the important
question, for no man, however humble, has lived without some semblance,
however faint, of that vision. Its inspiration comes and goes. Much personal
longing can even drive it away.12 This was Arjuna’s difficulty, which
overwhelmed him on the field of battle, as from time to time it overwhelms us.
There must have been intervals when Arjuna had to learn simply to wait13 to quiet
the impatience of his human feelings, not because they were wrong or un-natural,
but simply because they were personal and allowed no cognizance of the larger
scheme of the cycle and the necessities of other souls. Who was he, after all, to
release the arrows of destiny? He was not Krishna – not yet.
These mysteries have no explanation save in the often obscure counsels of
the wise. Patience is not to be gained but in the service14 of others, which brings
a forgetfulness of the impatient personality. A man may easily feel what ought
not to be, and sense, less clearly, what should come about, but he seldom knows
when or how.
[ from Theosophy magazine, December 1971, p. 33]

Plato paints the picture of a chariot pulled by two winged horses in which the Charioteer
(of the human soul) drives a pair of horses, “one of noble breed and character, the other
quite the opposite.” So Plato observes with pithy understatement that “driving (i.e. living)
is necessarily difficult and troublesome”!
12
Unless protected by the “Royal Talisman” of Duty. Service to those closest to us, to our
family, our colleagues, our good and bad neighbours, our co-workers and fellow students.
This is to honour our higher nature which is One with all these lives we serve. Great
blessings arise from even the gradual development of such generous characteristics.
13
William Judge advised to have patience in fog, not moving along the path in case we
fall from it, but just to wait till the fog clears; as it must and always does.
14
The ULT holds service as the highest good. In its Declaration of Policy, the only
document all Associates are asked to come into sympathy with, it is expressed as “the
true service of humanity” without any favouritism.
11
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The Search for Truth in Philosophy and Science
The philosophy asks all serious researchers to make fine distinctions
when quoting from texts irrespective of their source, provided they are well
thought through and add to our understanding of ourselves and the science
of nature. But what are the times when something should justly be omitted?
Advice on meeting the high standards of Truth is given in H. P.
Blavatsky’s articles “Controversy with Abbe Roca” and “What is Truth?”
There she writes of the balance to be struck between:
a) frank dialogue and open disclosure, and
b) the protection of the inner side of Theosophy from ill-informed
public debate or comment.
This is the very fine line that “must be found” as Robert Crosbie
wrote, where the principled, respectful and open-minded can meet, free of
unwarranted criticism that lowers focus and wastes good energy.
Prefacing the dialogue with the good Abbé Roca in Le Lotus, H.P.B.’s
French Theosophical magazine, she explains why his comments on
Theosophy and Christianity were being printed:
“With Roca’s Brahman, Parsi, Buddhist, Spiritualist and
Materialist brothers, Christian or Pagan, we will publish from
time to time his articles which are so well thought out and

written, that we do not hesitate to give him an exceptional place
among the few distinguished men who are yet to be found among
the Roman clergy in France.” [Le Lotus, translation of Editorial Note
December 1887, emphasis added]

H.P.B. valued very highly this virtue of impartiality, the Eastern

Vairāgya of dispassion and detachment:
“The rankest Materialists will find hospitality in our journal;
aye, even those who have not scrupled to fill pages of it with
sneers and personal remarks upon ourselves, and abuse of the
doctrines of Theosophy, so dear to us.
“When a journal of free thought, conducted by an Atheist,
inserts an article by a Mystic or Theosophist in praise of his
occult views and the mystery of Parabrahmam, and passes on it
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only a few casual remarks, then shall we say LUCIFER15 has
found a rival.”

“What is Truth?” by H. P. Blavatsky

She suggests if publications do not take such an open-minded view they
show themselves to be sectarian and intolerant and can never have an idea of
truth and justice. She advised Theosophists to “allow a hearing and a fair
chance to all” deeming no views destitute of truth providing they are sincere.
Such is the standard of editorial policy she espoused.
But what about the balancing side of the equation? The closing
paragraphs of “What Is Truth?” provide an unexpected answer:
Concerning the deeper spiritual, and one may almost say religious,
beliefs, no true Theosophist ought to degrade these by subjecting
them to public discussion , but ought rather to treasure and hide them
deep within the sanctuary of his innermost soul.
Such beliefs and doctrines should never be rashly given out, as
they risk unavoidable profanation by the rough handling of the
indifferent and the critical. Nor ought they to be embodied in any
publication except as hypotheses offered to the consideration of the
thinking portion of the public. Theosophical truths, when they

transcend a certain limit of speculation, had better remain concealed
from public view, for the “evidence of things not seen” is no evidence
save (except) to him who sees, hears, and senses it.

Lucifer, February 1888

~ * ~

The magazine Lucifer (Latin lit. the light-bringer) was named by H.P.B. to rescue
Prometheus-Hermes-Mercury from the quite unjust ‘Satanic’ label that had been popularised
by Milton’s poem “Paradise Lost.” The opposite is the case as these principles of light represent
the Higher Mind in man as the Latin origin suggests, and which was well accepted by two Bishops
who took the name, Lucifer of Siena (c. 306) and the worthy Saint Lucifer of Cagliari (c. 370)
who strongly opposed Arianism, the doctrine asserting that Jesus is both the Son of God and God.
15
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Original Theosophy and Later Versions (cont’d)
“We have no two beliefs or hypotheses on the same subject.”
The Key to Theosophy 87, H. P. Blavatsky
The article’s first part, in the Spring edition of May 2018, showed that:




the idea of the Absolute Deity was originally one of Divine Spirit
and Divine Substance, a pure unmodified consciousness and the
source of Life, but in later writings the highest concept given was
a personalised “Solar Logos,” a sort of personal God of the Solar
System, quite at odds with the original logical and coherent idea.
the Seven Human Principles were later made to include a newly
discovered “etheric body” made of invisible physical matter
which, in some cases and confusingly, replaced the astral body.

Both these apparent discoveries16 were labelled as improvements but they
did not bring clarity nor any real scientific or occult benefit, as witnessed
by the low regard to which this neo-theosophy sank in 1920s and 1930s,
even to open-minded scientists. Compare this to the early days of the
founders when great scientific minds such as Sir William Crookes and
renowned reformers like Mahatma Gandhi publicaly supported the
Theosophical Society.

“Occult Science has its changeless traditions from prehistoric times.”
The Secret Doctrine 1:516, H. P. Blavatsky
#3. CHRIST, MAITREYA, AND THE SECOND COMING
Eighteen years after H.P.B. had passed away the leaders of the Adyar
Society introduced the idea that “The Lord Christ-Maitreya” – a new
World Teacher – would imminently return. This idea is not present in the
original teachings and its implications do not align with them:
(1) Original Theosophy uses the term “Christ” as a symbolic name for
a universal spiritual Principle, emphasising the person Christ represents

To the Editors’ knowledge none of these claims underwent independent verification by
other seers, as was the always the case in the research of the Theosophical Mahatmas.
16
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a metaphor for this principle and is not an individual being but only an
honorific title which can be applied to all beings who pass in initiation
from the probationary Chrestos state to the Christos state of an adept.
(2) Original Theosophy does not equate an individual “Lord Christ”
to an individual “Lord Maitreya,” nor does it suggest these are two names
for one being. The Maitreya will be the Buddha of the Sixth Root Race,
not due to appear until the close of the Kali Yuga in many thousands of
years. In H.P.B.'s article "Lamas and Druses" she clarifies that this
occurrence (which some describe as "the Coming of Maitreya") will not
take the form many might be inclined to expect, for "this will be the One
Wisdom and will incarnate itself into the whole humanity collectively,
not in a single individual."
(3) No “Lord Christ-Maitreya” is taught to be the “Master of all the
other Masters,” nor are the other Masters and Adepts “the Disciples of
Christ.” Much else has been written on this theme by the second
generation writers mentioned above, all being out of agreement with
H.P.B.’s Theosophy which never raised Christ to a position of preeminence above the Buddha.
(4) The imminent appearance of a great Avatar or Saviour is not taught
in the Secret Doctrine but that it “is not in the Kali yuga, our present
terrifically materialistic age of Darkness, the “Black Age,” that a new
Saviour of Humanity can ever appear.” (SD 1:470)
(5) Theosophy does not hail any being as “The World Teacher.”
(6) It does not endorse the practice of promoting and reciting a “Great
Invocation” – as the Alice Bailey teachings do – in order to “clear the
way” so that a great Avatar can return to the world of men more easily.
Although some people have claimed the Theosophical Movement
itself was founded in order to proclaim and prepare for the Second Coming
of Christ, there is no evidence to support this. Rather than this doctrine
being the central aspect of Theosophy, as some have said, it actually has
nothing in common with the Theosophy presented by H. P. Blavatsky.
#4. THE MASTERS OF WISDOM
Original Theosophy does refer to the fact that there are Masters,
Mahatmas, Adepts, and Initiates who are the guardians and custodians of
the Esoteric Doctrine and its timeless truths, but the emphasis is always
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without fail on the Philosophy itself and not on a preoccupation with
Masters.
Neither H.P.B., William Q. Judge, nor the Masters themselves ever
divulged details and information about the roles, tasks, locations, past
lives, hierarchical positions, levels, and grades of initiation of the
Masters. The later teachers and writers referred to above did all this,
including drawing up complex charts and diagrams which purport to
show the inner workings of the hierarchical structure of the Great
Brotherhood of Masters.
Also published were detailed accounts of the physical appearances of
the Masters and some described their supposed meetings and intimate
friendliness with these Masters, whilst at the same time inventing various
“new” Masters who are not found described or referred to in original
Theosophical literature, such as the “Master Jesus,” “The Venetian,”
“Master R.,” “Master P.,” “Master Jupiter,” etc.
There was also the insertion of Sanat Kumara as “The Great King, the
Lord of the World,” the distortion of the true nature and role of the Maha
Chohan,” and the exalting of “Christ-Maitreya” as described above to the
position of Master over the other Masters, who are frequently described
as being the faithful “servants and disciples of Christ” and favouring
ritualism, ceremony, and the Christian Church, whilst Buddha is pushed
well into the background, along with genuine Eastern esotericism.
Original Theosophy did not encourage a cult of Masters nor that their
pictures should be published, but rather the life giving, soul satisfying, allencompassing ethics of the Esoteric Philosophy. The Theosophical
Masters taught an unsentimental Universal Brotherhood, that serious and
intelligent study was needed, and above all to practice altruism, and they
did all that was needed in the closing quarter of the 19th century through
H. P. Blavatsky who they called their “Direct Agent.”
#5. SUCCESSORSHIP
Most alterations which entered into Theosophical teachings can be
traced back to claims of “Occult Successorship,” this invariably being the
cause of the splits that occurred within the Theosophical Movement.
There is no evidence to suggest any legitimacy or genuineness in the
many claims made by numerous individuals about being the “successor”
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of H. P. Blavatsky. On the other hand, there are numerous letters and
statements from the Masters themselves in which they emphasise that
H.P.B. is their “Direct Agent,” their “Brother,” “known to the world as
H.P.B. but known to us by quite a different name,” and that they have no
chance of finding a better Messenger and Representative than her and
that they in general endorsed and approved all her work and writings.
The Masters M. and K.H., the two Masters most closely and directly
connected with H.P.B. and the Movement, also certified in writing
several times they were the co-authors of “The Secret Doctrine” and this
monumental book was “a triple production,” i.e. the joint work of
themselves with H.P.B.. They emphasised it will take centuries before
much more is given out from the secret teachings and it is only in the
closing 25 years of each century that they are able and permitted under
Cyclic Law to have such direct involvement with humanity and the world
at large, including the giving out of further teachings.
But it takes a certain amount of humility, a real sacrificing of what has
been called “the personal idea,” for one to be truly content and satisfied
to remain as a mere transmitter and “hander on” of a Teaching which has
already been given out. Within the hearts of many lurks the desire to be
looked upon as a great leader, to be viewed as a Teacher in their own
right, and to be admired and revered as a new “Messenger” for “new
teachings” from the Masters.
This, combined with a constant but immature longing of many people
for “fresh revelations” and the “latest messages,” especially when they
have not even bothered to make proper use of the huge mass of
information already available, has resulted in considerable damage for
both the Theosophical Movement and the world’s spirituality.
If we familiarise ourselves with both the work and the writings of
H.P.B.; if we are able to perceive from the words of William Q. Judge,
Damodar, Robert Crosbie and others, something of the true inner nature
of that great Initiate, we may realise that the Being or Soul who was
known to the general public as Helena Blavatsky could have no
successor. We may also come to realise that the Message recorded by
H.P.B. is not of such a nature that it can be tampered with, altered,
diluted, distorted, rewritten, or “revised” by those who consider
themselves appointed or competent to do so.
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The policy of the United Lodge of Theosophists is respect for the
Message, the Messenger, and the Masters. The aim of the ULT, founded
in 1909 by Robert Crosbie, is to endeavour to preserve and promote
Theosophy as a rational and scientific knowledge of Nature and of Man
as it was originally given between 1875 and 1896 but which stills needs
to be fully investigated and understood, which is the work of the
Theosophical Movement in the 21st century.
~ * ~
This article is a brief summary and mentions just five main points of
difference between original Theosophy and other derivative systems.
There are however many more differences and discrepancies which, if one
goes into detail and carefully examines the second stream of the
Movement, number more than forty. As the real Theosophical Masters
have said of two contradictory doctrines or teachings, both cannot be true!
This concludes the article from the Spring 2018 edition.

Suspension Bridge bordering the Hida and Etchu Provinces, Japan. Katsushika Hokusai, c. 1834.
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The Extraordinary Astral World of Fossils
We have all seen fossils. Some of us have found them ourselves and even for
the materialist, a fossil is a source of wonder.
But if one accepts what the
teachings of Theosophy have to say
on this subject, they become even
more wondrous when seen in the light
of the Theosophical teaching of
planetary chains, globes, rounds, and
root races, but this can be mastered
only by mental effort and the study of
texts like "The Secret Doctrine."
For now it will suffice to explain
that according to Theosophy – i.e.
the Esoteric Philosophy presented to
the world by certain Eastern
Mahatmas or Masters of Wisdom
through the agency of H. P. Blavatsky
and her colleague William Q. Judge
– each planet undergoes seven major
life cycles of extremely vast
duration. Another way of expressing
it would be to say that the
evolutionary life wave passes round
our Earth seven times, each circling
being termed a "Round."17
It is currently the Fourth Round which is underway now and this state of matter
we are in is called the fourth globe18 of the "Earth Chain" of globes. Three rounds

These earlier life cycles or Rounds are not composed, initially, of physical matter. Each
one is a vast period of time and it is only during the later periods that ‘hard’ matter is formed
out of ethereal astral matter. A Round is an immense period of manifestation (of physical or
astral activity) lasting 308 m years. There are 7 Rounds – and 7 Pralayas of equal length
when manifestation is drawn inward – the whole making 4.32 bn years (308 m x 7 x 2). This
larger cycle of 7 Rounds is called a Kalpa or a “Day in the Life of Brahmā,” after which the
planet or Earth dissolves and is reborn in a different part of space as a new planet. Such is the
theory of cosmology according to esoteric science.
18
The Earth chain is sevenfold, six companion globes exist on the immaterial planes, for
which see the Secret Doctrine and Secret Doctrine Extracts 1:200. Only one of these
globes is physical, the others interpenetrate it in “co-adunition” (united in a single mass).
They can be thought of as states of matter with corresponding states of consciousness.
17
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have already been completed, in the truly unimaginably far distant past; the fourth
is just past its middle stage; and the fifth, sixth, and seventh, are yet to occur.
Keeping this in mind, let us take a look at what the leading Theosophists of
our time have to say on this intriguing subject of fossils…
There are two volumes of H. P. Blavatsky's main work "The Secret
Doctrine," which the Masters M. and K.H. described as a "triple production," it
being the production of Themselves and H.P.B. (whom They spoke of as Their
"Direct Agent"). The first volume is titled "Cosmogenesis" and deals with the
origins, birth, and evolution of the Universe, the Cosmos, the Solar System, and
our planet. The second, "Anthropogenesis," is about the origins, birth, and
evolution of humanity, specifically the human race here on this planet.
In a footnote on p. 68 of this second volume, we find H.P.B. – speaking for
these Adept Teachers – saying:
The fossils found in strata, to which an antiquity, not of eighteen,
but of many hundreds of millions of years, must be ascribed, belong in
reality to forms of the preceding Round, which, while living, were far
more ethereal than physical, as we know the physical. That we perceive
and disinter them as tangible forms, is due to the process of
materialization or crystallization referred to, which took place
subsequently, at the beginning of the Fourth Round, and reached its
maximum after the appearance of man, proceeding parallel with his
physical evolution. This alone illustrates the fact that the degree of
materiality of the Earth changes pari passu with that of its inhabitants.
And thus man now finds, as tangible fossils, what were once the (to his
present senses) ethereal forms of the lower kingdoms.
(SD 2:68 fn)
And further:
The amphibia, birds, reptiles, fishes, etc., are the resultants of the
Third Round, astral fossil forms stored up in the auric envelope of the
Earth and projected into physical objectivity subsequent to the
deposition of the first Laurentian19 rocks.
(SD 2:684)
. . . the zoological relics now found in the Laurentian, Cambrian,
and Silurian systems, so called, are the relics of the Third Round. At
first astral like the rest, they consolidated and materialized pari passu
with the NEW vegetation.... Once, however, the prototypes are
projected out of the astral envelope of the earth, an indefinite amount
of modification ensues.
(SD 2:712)

The Laurentian Mountain range is one of the oldest mountain ranges in the world. It
contains rocks deposited before the Cambrian Period 540 million years ago. Courtesy of
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laurentian_Mountains
19
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Chapter 15 of Mr Judge's well known book The Ocean of Theosophy is titled
"Differentiation of Species - Missing Links." He summarises the teaching thus:
A vast period of time, about 300,000,000 years, was passed by earth
and man and all the kingdoms of nature in an astral stage. Then there was
no gross matter such as we now know. This was in the early rounds when

Nature was proceeding slowly with the work of perfecting the types on
the astral plane, which is matter, though very fine in its texture. At the

end of that stretch of years the process of hardening began, the form of
man being the first to become solid, and then some of the astral prototypes
of the preceding rounds were involved in the solidification, though really
belonging to a former period when everything was astral. When those
fossils are discovered it is argued that they must be those of creatures
which coexisted with the gross physical body of man. While that
argument is proper enough under the other theories of Science, it becomes
only an assumption if the existence of the astral period be admitted. It
would be beyond the scope of this work to go further into particulars. But
it may incidentally be said that neither the bee nor the wheat could have
had their original differentiation in this chain of globes, but must have
been produced and finished in some other from which they were brought
over into this. Why this should be so I am willing to leave for the present
to conjecture.
(Ocean 132-3)
Here we see bees and wheat mentioned, alongside the indication that they
were brought to our Earth in an already complete form, rather than needing to
evolve on this planet up to that state and condition.
"The Secret Doctrine" doesn't shed any light on the bees but, interestingly, it
does on wheat. In Volume 2, p 373, the words "WHEAT BROUGHT DOWN
BY THE GODS" can be found at the very top of the page. Then we read this:
"Fruits and grain, unknown to Earth to that day, were brought by the
'Lords of Wisdom' for the benefit of those they ruled - from other lokas
(spheres). . ." say the Commentaries.
. . . But if it is asserted that there are no grains and fruits unknown
to earth, then we may remind the reader that wheat has never been found
in the wild state: it is not a product of the earth. All the other cereals
have been traced to their primogenital forms in various species of wild
grasses, but wheat has hitherto defied the efforts of botanists to trace it
to its origin. And let us bear in mind, in this connection, how sacred was
that cereal with the Egyptian priests; wheat being placed even with their
mummies, and found thousands of years later in their coffins. . . . The
Egyptians had the same esoteric philosophy which is now taught by the
cis-Himalayan adepts, who, when buried, have corn and wheat placed
over them.
(SD 2:373-4)
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It must have been in the latter part of the Third Root Race, generally called
the Lemurian, that "fruits and grain, unknown to Earth to that day, were brought
by the 'Lords of Wisdom' for the benefit of those they ruled," seeing as "The
Secret Doctrine" states that the Lords of Wisdom did not incarnate until
Lemurian times and also that until then man was not really man and had no need
to eat anything that we would recognise as food.
But we digress. To go back to the fossils:
Always, then, Science will be without the instruments for
discovering the astral links left on the astral plane in the long course of
differentiation. The fossils spoken of above, which were, so to say,
solidified out of date, form an exception to the impossibility of finding
any missing links, but they are blind alleys to Science because she
admits none of the necessary facts. (The Ocean of Theosophy p. 133)
One might reasonably ask why any of this should be considered as even
remotely plausible or legitimate.
The writer’s answer follows the old adage that one can “know the tree by its
fruit.” The more one discovers, through in-depth research and reading, about the
insights and altruistic aims held by H.P.B., W.Q.J., and the living human men who
they spoke of as the Masters, the more reasonable its claims become, a philosophy
that is self-consistent and harmonious and demonstrates a logical Body of
Knowledge20 deserves investigation by all serious-minded enquirers.
This data is presented just as an hypothesis, for each one to study, reflect on,
and evaluate.

~ * ~

Original Theosophy can be investigated scientifically – in the true sense of discovering
the laws of nature by observation, making hypotheses and testing them, but on every plane
of being, i.e. those pertaining to the higher degrees of consciousness. Physical science’s
knowledge is evolving but because it is generally limited to the known states of matter it
is under more or less continuous modification.
This is in contrast to the fully-evolved system of esoteric science which embraces all the
realms of Nature from the visible to the unseen but real, the higher invisible Archetypal
regions which are the source of the changeless Laws of Nature.
20
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Modern Geological Eras and the Theosophical Cycles
To this chart showing the modern geological eras, the Theosophical cycles have
been added in italics. It is hoped this will put into context the place of the Rounds
and Races in modern terms, however it has been done with some trepidation as
there no definitive agreement between science and the dates given by the Ancient
Wisdom of the Occultists.
1st & 2nd Rnd

incl. Laurentian

3rd Round

1st & 2nd Root Races

4th Round

Atlanteans 3rd Root Race
Lemurians

4th Root Race

[coal]

The period of Vaivasvata’s Humanity is shown starting with the “lighting up of
Manas” in the middle of the 3rd Root Race of this, the 4th Round, in the dashed box.
There has been other good work done on comparing and matching the durations
given by Theosophy in the Secret Doctrine 2:710, and science. David Pratt’s
website http://davidpratt.info/geochron.htm has recently added interesting
observations on how the very ancient Hindu, the 1888 Theosophical, and modern
scientific numbers can be correlated and sometimes reconciled.

~ * ~
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Correspondents’ Letters
a) Mount Carmel’s Mystery School
[These interesting notes were received after a meeting on “The Origin of the
Mysteries” by H. P. Blavatsky at the London ULT on 10th June, in which it was
shown that Theosophy values the real Jesus as an adept with command over “the
terrestrial and elementary spirits…. a power shared by Apollonius and many of
the Brotherhood of the Essenes of Judea and Mount Carmel.”
The article contains a great deal of other information on the old Mystery Schools
of Egypt and Europe and their Asian roots.]

On the matter of ‘inner’ esoteric teachings versus ‘outer’ exoteric ones,
there is a fairly strong reference to this in all three of the Synoptic
Gospels,21 in the New Testament (of the Christian Bible). When Jesus
explained to his Disciples why he used parables as a teaching method he
said that some of his teachings were for their ears alone. These extracts
from Matthew 13:10-14 show this:
10 Then the disciples came and said to him, "Why do you speak to
them in parables?"
11 And he answered them, "To you it has been given to know the
secrets of the kingdom of heaven , but to them [i.e. the public] it has
not been given…
13 This is why I speak to them in parables, because seeing they do
not see, and hearing they do not hear, nor do they understand.
22
14 ...You shall indeed hear but never understand…

There was also a centre of teaching at Mount Carmel for the prophets of
the Old Testament. Presumably that was considered a Mystery Centre?
Reply: Looking at the history from Isis given in the last Issue (Spring
18) it tells us that the old Nazarenes were Chaldean kabalists but that “the
adepts of the new dissenting sect [the Essenes] showed themselves
reformers and innovators from the first.”
Some Christian scholars claim Jesus was born into an Essene family from
Mount Carmel who observed spiritual practices such as non-violence,

The first three Gospels agree extensively in language, material, and order in which
events and sayings from the life of Christ are recorded… because of this they are called
the Synoptic Gospels (from syn “together with”; optic “seeing”) A comparison shows that
91 percent of Mark’s gospel is contained in Matthew and 53 percent of it is in Luke. This
agreement raises questions as to the origin of the Synoptic Gospels, what is known as the
Synoptic Problem. https://www.biblica.com/resources/scholar-notes/niv-study-bible/the-synoptic-gospels
22
From Revised Standard Version of the Bible.
21
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respect for animals and environment and observed strict vegetarianism,
such as was practiced in that sacred centre.
This is not surprising as we read in Isis 2:132 these Essenes “were converts
of Buddhist missionaries… who had overrun Egypt, Greece, and even
Judea at one time, since the reign of Asoka the zealous propagandist.”
In the Life of Pythagoras Iamblichus tells us from the 2nd c. that Pythagoras
visited the Essene sanctuary at Mount Carmel as a young man and this
had a dramatic effect on him:
“Having been previously instructed therefore in the mysteries of the
Phoenicians, which were derived like a colony and a progeny from the
sacred rites in Egypt, and hoping from this circumstance that he should be
a partaker of more beautiful, divine, and genuine monuments of erudition
in Egypt; joyfully calling to mind also the admonitions of his preceptor
Thales, he immediately embarked for Egypt, through the means of some
Egyptian sailors, who very opportunely at that time landed on the
Phoenician coast under mount Carmelus, in whose temple Pythagoras,
separated from all society, for the most part dwelt.”

Iamblichus relates that on his journey back from Mount Carmel to Egypt
by boat the rough Egyptian sailors – who had initially planned to sell him
into slavery – perceived with “what continence and venerable gravity he
conducted himself, in conformity to the mode of living he had adopted”
and become so benevolently disposed towards him that they dropped
their plans. It was on this voyage that Pythagoras sat alone in the ship and
“remained in one and the same unmoved state for two nights and three
days, neither partaking of food, nor drink, nor sleep,” such was the
experience of his visit to this old centre of worship and meditation.

Mount Carmel during sunset
[by Chadner, own work, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=4659486]
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b) David Bohm and the Spiritual aspects of QM
Correspondence between two writers:
X: David Bohm is very informative on
Quantum Mechanics, he is one who understood the spiritual aspects of physics. He
thought mainstream QM was unlikely to do
very much good in the world as its main
exponents are materialists at their base and
will never understand the beauty of the
natural world. An Irish production company
have started a documentary about his life and
work, which should be out next year.
http://thebohmdocumentary.org/david-bohminner-explorer-fellow-traveller-with-einstein/

Y: David Bohm is not the only scientist who
talks about spiritual aspects of QM, it goes right back to the pioneers like
Max Planck, Niels Bohr or Werner Heisenberg for example, who spent
much time with Rabindranath Tagore, who introduced him to the
metaphysics of Hindu Philosophy and which not only made a great
impact on him, but also helped him to understand the crazy world of QM.
Background
David Joseph Bohm (1917–1992) was an American scientist who has
been described as one of the most significant theoretical physicists of the
20th century and who contributed unorthodox ideas to quantum theory,
neuropsychology and the philosophy of mind.
Bohm viewed the old Cartesian model of reality (there are two kinds of
substance, the mental and the physical, that somehow interact) as too
limited. He developed a mathematical and physical theory of "implicate"
and "explicate" order and believed that the brain works according to the
mathematics of quantum effect and postulated that thought is distributed
and non-localised just as quantum entities are. This is very close to the
Theosophical idea of the Universal Mind, that intelligence exists
throughout Nature. He also stated that “Even the electron is informed
with a certain level of mind.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Bohm
He was regarded by Albert Einstein as his intellectual successor and by the
Dalai Lama as his ‘scientific guru’ but his work is yet to be properly valued.
https://www.scribd.com/document/63907107/David-Bohm-Group-Dialogue

~ 0 ~
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Publishing: the Non Fiction Bestseller List
On p 12 we read how the moral component in human nature, coupled with
an aim for some intellectual honesty in the West, fills pages with criticism
of contemporary events, and that this “age is not without articulate self-

reproof.”

23

So it is a cause for some optimism that all three books at the top of
Waterstone’s August non-fiction bestseller list offered
popular critiques of the times.
These were the three most sought-after non-fiction titles:
In first place: Divided by Tim Marshall, on the literal
(and physical) walls of nationalism and identity politics,
barriers that are threatening our social values.
Second: 21 Lessons for the 21st Century by Yuval Noah
Harari, who teaches that only by maintaining our
collective and individual focus in the face of constant
change (the yoga of true concentration) will we protect
ourselves from nuclear war, ecological cataclysms and
technological disruptions, and thus be able to answer the
great question “What should we teach our children?”
Third: This is Going to Hurt by Adam Kay, an account
of a junior doctor’s time on the frontline of the UK’s
National Health Service: “Hilarious, horrifying and heartbreaking by turns, everything you wanted to know – and
more than a few things you didn't – about life on and off
the hospital ward.”
These protests are healthy signs of our writers’ and publishers’ well-articulated
self-reproof; when a society can speak the truth in answer to ignorance and
bias, then it is on a safe road. That these three books were so popular speaks
well for the enquiring minds of the reading public.

23

The article “A Soul’s Vision and its Commentary on the Kali Yuga.”
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The Newsletter
A home for commentary and research on the Theosophical Movement
A free magazine for those who have an interest in Theosophy and wish to understand its place in the contemporary world. It receives contributions from students
from many countries including Europe, America and India and it welcomes to
its pages contributions from all theosophists irrespective of their affiliation who
wish to further the movement as it was and is foreseen by its great Founders.
It is intended as a space to read, research and comment on the seed ideas given to help
humanity navigate these times with wisdom and charity. It does so by providing a
place to re-examine the legacy Robert Crosbie, founder of the ULT, left for the
care of the Movement during the 20th and – as it now turns out – the 21st century.
It takes an interest in the history of all spiritual movements and gives brief reviews
of new trends. Comments are welcomed and, time allowing, will be replied to
individually, and if they are of wider interest they will be included in the newsletter.
All materials can be used freely under the ‘BY’ Creative Commons licence, which
asks you to credit the source, link to the license, and indicate if changes were made.
The Theosophy Company is not responsible for the individual opinions expressed
in the Newsletter. Back numbers are available on www.theosophy-ult.org.uk/news
For a free subscription by post, email the Editors info@theosophy-ult.org.uk

CC BY 4.0 ~ Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a
copy of this license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0 or send a letter to Creative
Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA. All images and text in this book are in
the Public Domain or have been created by the licensor.
Under this “Attribution” license for Free Cultural Works you are free to share, copy and redistribute
the material in any medium or format, adapt, remix, transform, and build upon the material for any
purpose, even commercially.
But to follow the “Attribution” license terms you must give appropriate credit, provide the above link
to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not
in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use; nor may you add any additional restrictions.
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Bridges over water, No. 4

"The Bridges of Amsterdam” oil on canvas by Leonid Afremov, b. 1955 Vitebsk, Belarus
by kind permission of the artist www.afremov.com

Amsterdam in the Dutch Republic was home to one of Europe’s greatest, most influential 17th
century philosophers, about whom H. P. Blavatsky wrote “no more refined, spiritual nature than
Spinoza’s ever breathed upon earth.” She said of this holy and humble man that his “only and
everlasting love” was the Universe and its infinitude, closely aligning his idealist conceptions
of the Deity with India’s Brahm, the Vedic Absolute Consciousness and Being, pure & abstract.
~ * ~

The symbol on the front page is combined from two, one used by William Q. Judge’s Path
of the 1890s and Theosophy, a magazine started in 1912 by his pupil and friend Robert
Crosbie, the founder of the United Lodge of Theosophists.
~ * ~
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